
For Frank and Andreas Foriers – father and son – the 
arrival of the new EFI™ VUTEk® GS3250LX Pro LED printer 
represents a new chapter in the development of their 
company Creafor, which is based in Lokeren, Belgium. 

“We now supply a complete range of fi ve highly 
popular products to the graphics market and to 
advertising agencies in Belgium. What’s more, using a 
discount voucher code they can also supply them to 
their customers,” stated Andreas Foriers, the company’s 
Project and Account Manager. “The combination of 
this new print system and the added value generated 
by our screen printing techniques enables us to make 
unique products.”

Rebranding and innovation

The company, which went ‘digital’ back in 2000 and has 
built up considerable digital large format printing know-
how over the past 15 years, is actually being completely 
rebranded. Why rebranding? I asked Andreas and Frank, 
the Creafor Manager. Andreas highlights a number 
of signifi cant reasons: “First of all we purchased this 
amazing print system to enable us to achieve shorter lead 
times thus increasing customer satisfaction.” And there’s 
more: “In order to make ample space available for the 
EFI printer we extended by no less than 600 m2, to create 
more space in our warehouse and provide a pleasant 
working environment for the new printer. Workfl ow 
optimisation also makes it easier to adjust and manage 
the input and output of the print system.”

He continued: “Optimisation of the administrative 
workfl ow has now also been fi ne tuned. Calculation, 
order management, planning and invoicing have been 
improved and speeded up, minimising delays during the 
actual delivery and invoicing of an order,” Andreas Foriers 
concluded. “With several departments in the print shop 
everyone has a better idea of what needs to be done and 
in which sequence. The result? Shorter lead times and 
fewer errors, which both promote customer satisfaction.”

“Our Big 5 package presented 
in a case”

EFI VUTEk GS3250lx Pro
Case Study

Frank (r), Owner, and Andreas Foriers, the company’s Project and 
Account Manager.
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New possibilities

Now being in a position to offer appropriate technology exactly 
where it is needed, Creafor has identified new possibilities. Andreas 
Foriers continued: “This hybrid printer enables us to print from roll to 
roll and on rigid material via a flatbed table. LED based drying reduces 
energy consumption by 80%” – based on data measured by the Fogra 
scientific institute. “The nine colours provide a very wide colour 
range with fantastic results. White is obviously essential because of 
the higher colour quality and specific applications. 

“Naturally we also studied other print systems in detail,” Foriers adds, 
“but none of them can equal the colour quality of this EFI print system.”

Manager Frank Foriers states, “Not surprisingly, this new printer creates 
many new possibilities. The combination with the existing screen 
printing facilities also gives us more opportunities to offer added 
value, which is lacking in other systems. Production has now doubled 
compared to our older digital print system. Colour management and 
colour quality have been raised to a level never seen before. Combined 
with the print finishing screen printing techniques, which we already 
specialised in, this printer offers a myriad of new possibilities, including 
UV varnishing, spot varnishing, protective sheet adhesion, reflective 
layers, glow in the dark, etc.”

Since 1984 Printing Creafor has 
offered qualitative visual solutions  
in its local Lokeren, Belgium, area. 
The company produces a wide range 
of customised work and standard 
products, and provides efficient 
service to customers needing fast 
turnaround and good pricing.

The company’s emphasis on 
providing the best customer 
experience goes even further with 
the positive, driven Creafor staff. As a 
result, Creafor continually earns high 
marks from its clients for providing 
exceptional visual solutions.

Moortelstraat 8  

Industriepark E17 / 3  

9160 Lokeren 

Belgium

+32 9 349.27.21 

www.creafor.be

Solution:

“Naturally we also studied other print systems in detail, 

but none of them can equal the colour quality of this 

EFI print system.” 

ANDREAS FORIERS, PROJECT AND ACCOUNT MANAGER 
CREAFOR

The ‘Big 5’ at Creafor comprises stickers, boards, banners, displays and other items the 
company supplies to resellers.
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’Delicatessen’ store with the Big 5

All these product variations are on offer at Creafor. However, Andreas 
Foriers emphasised quite specifically: “Our approach is different from 
website providers who give relatively little information and focus 
solely on low prices. We offer our customers a product package (case) 
that they can take to their own customers. We visit our contacts in 
person and they can then use the sample case to convince their own 
clients. The case contains five interesting basic categories consisting 
of stickers, boards, banners, displays and other promotional items 
(mouse mats, foot mats, etc.). Creafor aims to be a ‘delicatessen’ 
provider, with advice as the added value. Human contact and 
personal input are crucial. The case contains our Big 5 products, 
which we can produce quickly, efficiently and to an extremely high 
quality standard. This gives our contacts the possibility to achieve 
an interesting margin, depending on the turnover they achieve with 
their own customers. It is based on the use of a coupon code, which 
can be used on the website.” 

He continues: “In the business-to-business segment we continue to 
work for our own end customers, usually focusing on bespoke orders. 
Our direct work tends to involve items such as 101 different types of 
sticker materials or specific blinds, etc. These orders tend to be more 
difficult to classify, are tailor made and based on our advice.”

Decision in favour of EFI

In addition to previously mentioned aspects such as flexibility, 
versatility (hard and soft materials), RIP speed, optimum colour range 
etc., Andreas Foriers stressed that EFI’s location close to Zaventem 
was another bonus. “Moreover, the online and telephone support is 
highly efficient, swift and to the point.”

Finishing techniques

Creafor also wanted to highlight that its in-house screen printing and 
finishing facilities offer an extensive range of finishing options that 
provide added value to the digital print product emanating from an 
EFI VUTEk printer, such as protective varnish, floor varnish, reflective 
glow in the dark layers, structural or glitter varnish, anti-scratch or 
thermo ink and gold or silver ink layers.

Result:

“Production has now doubled 

compared to our older 

digital print system. Colour 

management and colour 

quality have been raised to  

a level never seen before.” 

FRANK FORIERS, MANAGER, 
CREAFOR 

The VUTEk GS3250lx Pro provides Creafor with 
improved throughput and greyscale imaging.
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EFI fuels success.
We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging, textiles, 
ceramic tiles, and personalised documents, with a wide range of printers, inks, digital front ends, 
and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms and streamlines  
the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting productivity. 
Visit www.efi.com or call 0808 101 3484 (UK only) or +44 (0)1246 298000 for more information.

Nothing herein should be construed as a warranty in addition to the express warranty statement provided with EFI products and services.
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